SP-15 ACS Courses

**Big Questions:**
COR 300 Jewish Culture & Philosphic Contributions – Glazer
   “Ancient Texts: Modern Meanings”
COR 301-1 Contemporary Halakhic Problems – Berenbaum
JST 303 Readings in Biblical Narrative - Zevit
JST 332 Maimonides – Giller
LCM 261 Eros: Myths of Love & Intimacy – Potter

**Contemporary Issues:**
COR 304-1 Contemporary Crises in American Democracy – Potter
POL 330 Law & Society – Minassians
PSY 381 Human Sexuality – Regev
PSY 382 Cross-Cultural Psychology – Kapitanoff

**Proposed Cross-Listed Courses**
BUS 241/POL 241 Globalization & International Political Economy – Guevara
COR 101-2-02/POL 356 Middle East Politics - Bibiyan
COR 292/POL 344 War and Peace – Totten
JST 303/LCM 300A Readings in Biblical Narrative - Zevit
JST 354/POL 254 History of Zionism – Berenbaum
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